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Professor Julian Beer
Deputy Vice-Chancellor  
(Research, Innovation  
and Enterprise)

I am delighted to welcome you to the  
Second BCU International STEAM Conference. 

STEAM – the combination of science, technology, engineering, arts and maths – 
remains a fitting focus for Birmingham City University. We are excited about the 
launch of our new STEAMhouse building in early 2022 – a state-of-the-art facility 
to support STEAM working in the heart of Birmingham.

It has been a momentous year and much has happened since we launched our 
First STEAM conference in 2020. At BCU and STEAMhouse our mission remains the 
same – to support innovation through principles that support interdisciplinary 
and transdisciplinary approaches. You will find many examples today of our work 
and that of some amazing partners we are working with – we feel truly privileged 
to be joined from around the world to showcase great work. 

Investing in STEAM research at BCU, to appreciate the application of our work, will 
ensure its innovation potential. This research and engagement with our users has 
formed critical pieces of work including the publication of our Charter, the launch 
of new toolkits, and the relaunch of our website with a growing range of support 
services to help our members and businesses to innovate and grow. Today you 
will also have a chance to hear about the research from our STEAM Fellows.

This conference builds on last year’s offer showcasing our work and partnerships, 
and I am particularly pleased we feature speakers from India and the United 
States of America, which reflects the international reach of STEAM thinking.
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Schedule

Times are shown in BST (GMT +1)       Add 1 hour for CEST       Add 4.5 hours for IST       Subtract 8 hours for PDT

Start Time Title Theme Speakers

9.30 am Overview and Welcome to STEAM at Birmingham City University 
Joanna Birch, Director of Innovation, 
Enterprise and Employability, 
Birmingham City University

9.50 am Welcome to our Fringe Event Patrick Bek, Head of New Product 
Development, Birmingham City University

9.55 am STEAM India and Internationalisation

10.00 am STEAM Education: India and International

13.50 pm  The Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre: 
CreaTech, Evidence and Triple Helix Partnerships

14. 20 pm  Projecting change: Innovative Technologies in 
Designing for the Future

10.30 am STEAM Teaching and Learning  
  Panel Discussion 

11.30 am Creative Explorations in a Digital Age

1 2.00 pm  STEAM Digital Innovation Panel Discussion 

1 2.50 pm LUNCH

11.15 am BREAK

15.00 pm BREAK

16.45 pm CLOSE

STEAM – Exploratory education  
for everyone 

Uncovering CreaTech

Uncovering CreaTech

STEAM – Exploratory education  
for everyone 

STEAM – Turbocharging with tech 

STEAM – Turbocharging with tech 

Professor Julian Beer, Deputy Vice-
Chancellor, Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise, Birmingham City University

Mr Sunil Kant Munjal, Chairman, Hero 
Enterprise and Chair of the Munjal BCU Centre  
of Innovation and Entrepreneurship (MBCIE)

Dr Tom Cahill-Jones, Partnerships 
Manager, Nesta’s Creative Industries 
Policy and Evidence Centre

Professor Liliane Wong, Professor and Chair 
of the Department, Interior Architecture, 
Rhode Island School of Design

15.10 pm  Disrupting Community through Cross-
functional Collaboration

STEAM – Collaboration through  
community 

Nadav Hochman, Associate Director, 
Gray Area Foundation

15.40 pm  STEAM Communities Panel Discussion STEAM – Collaboration through  
community

Nadav Hochman, BCU STEAM Fellows and 
facilitated by Alessandro Columbano 

16. 20 pm  Closing remarks STEAM – Collaboration through  
community

Joanna Birch, Director of Innovation, 
Enterprise and Employability, 
Birmingham City University

Mr Sunil Kant Munjal, BCU STEAM Fellows  
and facilitated by Professor Alison Honour

Irini Papadimitriou, Creative Director, 
Future Everything

Irini Papadimitriou and BCU STEAM Fellows 
facilitated by Professor Nasser Sherkat
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9.30 am – Overview and Welcome 

> 20 minutes

Join Joanna Birch, Director of Innovation, Enterprise 
and Employability at Birmingham City University, who 
will provide a warm welcome to a packed programme 
of inspiring talks, presentations and workshops.

> 5 minutes

Find out how to get involved in the fringe event  
that enables you to network with like-minded 
attendees, share creative ideas and find out more 
about speakers’ work. With Patrick Bek, Head of  
New Product Development at STEAMhouse.

> 5 minutes

Discover more about STEAM’s global reach with an 
introduction to STEAM India from Professor Julian 
Beer, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Research, Innovation 
and Enterprise.



Exploratory eduction for everyone
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10.00 am – Exploratory Education for Everyone

> 30 minutes

STEAM Education: India and International

International speaker Mr Sunil Kant Munjal, 

Chair of the Munjal BCU Centre of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship (MBCIE), presents a unique insight  
into STEAM’s international influence and presence.

> 45 minutes

BCU’s STEAM Fellows join Mr Sunil Kant Munjal for a panel 
discussion revealing more about their transdisciplinary 
projects and how they are stimulating engagement 
across the University.

11.15 am – BREAK
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11.30 am – Turbocharging with Tech

> 30 minutes

Creative Explorations in a Digital Age

Speaker, Irini Papadimitriou, Creative Director 
at Future Everything. 

A chance to hear a thought-provoking 
presentation on the impact of art in a 
changing digital landscape. Irini showcases 
successful curatorial practices, innovative 
methodologies and case studies highlighting 
the importance of interdisciplinary 
collaborations. 

> 45 minutes

Irini is joined by BCU’s STEAM Fellows for a 
panel discussion where their international 
projects are highlighted alongside their 
approach to increasing collaboration.

> 5 minutes

Delegates are reminded to join our Fringe 
event, a fantastic opportunity for digital 
networking, meeting speakers and fellow 
attendees online, and sharing ideas.

12.50 pm – LUNCH



Uncovering CreaTech
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13.50 pm – Uncovering CreaTech

> 30 minutes

The Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre: 
CreaTech, Evidence and Triple Helix Partnerships

Hear creative insights from Tom Cahill-Jones, 
Partnerships Manager for Nesta’s Creative Industries 
Policy and Evidence Centre, who believes artistic 
practice can be applied to other sectors to generate 
new thinking. 

> 40 minutes

Projecting change: Innovative Technologies in 
designing for the future 

Liliane Wong, Professor and Chair of the Department 
of Interior Architecture at Rhode Island School of 
Design, reveals how contemporary technologies, 
including Virtual Reality, can be used for future 
design and community engagement. 

Find out how VR has engaged coastal communities 
liable to erosion by explaining the science and 
increasing understanding. Internationally-renowned 
educator and architect Liliane’s ground-breaking 
project work provides an insight into the benefits  
of innovative tech. 

3.00 pm – BREAK 
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15.10 pm – Collaboration  
through community

> 30 minutes

Disrupting Community through  
Cross-functional Collaboration

An exciting opportunity to hear from 
international speaker Nadav Hochman.  
As Associate Director of Gray Area Foundation,  
San Francisco’s premier centre for promoting 
the intersection of art, technology, and 
community for social and civic impact, he  
offers a fascinating insight into the innovative 
results of collaborative working.

> 40 minutes

More insight into BCU’s STEAM Fellows 
transdisciplinary projects in an inspiring  
panel discussion with Nadav.

> 10 minutes

A summary of the fringe event from Patrick.

> 15 minutes

Join Joanna Birch as she concludes proceedings 
with a celebration of the day. 

Welcome to the future of innovation
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We’re giving all our delegates the chance to network digitally with like-minded colleagues. 
Throughout the STEAM Conference we invite you join us at our digital fringe event hosted 
on Miro and Butter. Come and explore STEAM behind the scenes. You can meet and mingle 
with other participants and find out more about our keynote speakers, STEAM Fellows  
and a universe of STEAM projects from Birmingham City University and our partners. 



STEAM India
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The Munjal-BCU Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
(STEAMhouse India) aims to become a leading centre for 
education, research and innovation engaged in facilitating 
growth and the transformation of business and enterprise. 
It aims to provide a common platform where the businesses 
of tomorrow can be conceived, created and nurtured. The 
Centre is founded on delivering solutions to the fact that 
industry within the Punjab has shown declining competitive 
advantage, diminishing innovative diversification and  
a lack of attractiveness and inspiration to the youth of  
its community.

The MBCIE aspires to be a distinguished institution based  
on the principles of co-creation and collaboration, with  
the objective of impacting society through technology and 
innovation. This Centre will blend the boundaries between 
business and knowledge, enabling swift, inclusive  
knowledge transfer between academia and industry. 

Based on the expertise and delivery experience within the 
BCU team, and the experience and knowledge of the Munjal 
Foundation, together these partners will deliver a number 
of proven services for the benefit of individuals, students  
and business to stimulate innovative thinking, problem 
solving and diversification using the proven STEAM 
principles. The Centre will become the access point for 
business and individuals to learn, collaborate, network,  
share best practice, explore STEAM challenges, ideate  
and create powerful new diversified enterprise. 
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STEAM at Birmingham City University

Birmingham City University Campus

STEAMhouse Phase 1 – Digbeth STEAMhouse Phase 2 – Belmont Works

STEAM Junior Academy
Growing the next generation of curious minds 
through challenge-based projects supported by 
staff from the Faculty of Art, Design & Media and 
technicians from STEAMhouse.

BCU Collaborative Programmes
Our established commitment to collaboration 
is shown through various courses offered at 
undergraduate and graduate level, which allow 
students to think critically and creatively across 
disciplines, including our STEAM PhDs.

STEAMhouse Phase 2
Opening early 2022, our new home for Art and 
Science innovation. Co-operative courses for 
students, links to industry and more than  
10,000 sq mt of space through an investment  
of 60 million.

Birmingham City University is recognised 
as a leader in STEAM thinking, having 
opened STEAMhouse, the UK’s first 
innovation centre dedicated to Arts 
and Science practice in 2018, being 
nominated as Knowledge Exchange 
Initiative of the Year in the Times Higher 
Awards 2019 and being selected as 
finalist in the External Initiative of 
the Year category at the Knowledge 
Exchange Awards 2020.

Our dedication to transdisciplinary 
approaches is demonstrated though 
our portfolio of STEAM programmes, 
which seeks to inspire staff, students, 
citizens and partners to be CURIOUS, 
OPEN and CREATIVE.

Welcome to the future of innovation

STEAMhouse Phase 1 - Digital Enabling Technologies
Our flagship programme, combining the Arts and Sciences 
to help small and medium sized enterprises develop new 
products that harness extended reality technologies.

STEAMincubator
Launched in 2020, the STEAMincubator supports 
entrepreneurs to establish flexible and sustainable 
businesses.

STEAM Innovation and Curriculum
Working in partnership with leading international STEAM 
Universities, this programme will result in a STEAM 
Handbook, new transdisciplinary methodologies and 
an evaluation framework

STEAM Fellows
Enables BCU academics to become leaders in STEAM through 
supporting cross-disciplinary projects and networks.



Aimed at all those curious about cross-disciplinary  
thinking, we are pleased to welcome researchers,  
innovators, industrial leaders, scientists, technologists,  
engineers, artists, mathematicians and those not  
bounded by their sectors, to our virtual conference.  
Thank you for your attendance and we hope to stay in touch!

Who the Conference 
is aimed at

steamhouse.org.uk

#STEAMConf21



International Contributors
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Mr Sunil Kant Munjal
Chairman of Hero Enterprise and Chair 
of the Munjal BCU Centre of Innovation 

and Entrepreneurship (MBCIE)

An advocate of STEAM education, a business 
promoter, an institution builder, a social 
entrepreneur, and a thought leader, Mr Sunil 
Kant Munjal is passionate about education, 
arts, healthcare and skill development. 
He has co-founded BML Munjal University, 
a unique higher education venture that 
pioneers next practices in knowledge 
delivery and student development; he is 
also chairman of the Board which runs The 
Doon School, India’s leading residential 
school. Mr Sunil Kant Munjal has been joint 
managing director of Hero MotoCorp and is 
currently Chairman of Hero Enterprise. He is 
also Chairman of BCM the Munjal Foundation, 
which is collaborating with Birmingham 
City University to establish the Munjal BCU 
School of Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
in the State of Punjab. The plans are to take 
a STEAM-oriented (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) 
approach to higher education.

Professor Liliane Wong
Professor and Chair of the  

Department of Interior Architecture, 
Rhode Island School of Design

Liliane Wong received her BA in Mathematics 
from Vassar College and her MArch from 
the Harvard University Graduate School of 
Design. She is Professor and Chair of the 
Department of Interior Architecture at the 
Rhode Island School of Design that focuses 
on architectural interventions to existing 
structures. Her interest and teaching in 
this subject led her to co-found the Int|AR 
Journal on Design Interventions & Adaptive 
Reuse that promotes creative and academic 
explorations of sustainable environments 
through exemplary works of reuse. She is 
the author of Adaptive Reuse – Extending 
the Lives of Buildings, co-author of Libraries 
– A Design Manual. She was recognised by 
Design Intelligence for 2018-2019 and 2019-
2020 as one of the top 25 most admired 
design educators in the US.

Nadav Hochman
Associate Director of  
Gray Area Foundation

Nadav Hochman is the Associate Director 
of Gray Area Foundation for the Arts, San 
Francisco’s premier centre for promoting 
the intersection of art, technology, and 
community for social and civic impact. 
Through public events, education, 
and incubation, Gray Area convenes 
practitioners in the arts, science, technology, 
and humanities to share knowledge, forge 
connections, and generate holistic insights 
that lead to a better understanding of 
complex challenges.

Prior to joining Gray Area, Hochman was 
the co-founding director of The Tech + Arts 
Initiative at The Tech Museum of Innovation, 
Silicon Valley’s leading science and 
technology cultural institution. The program 
facilitated creative collaborations between 
global artists, designers, major local tech 
companies, and research institutions.

In his previous doctoral research positions, 
Hochman led the development of award-
winning big-data visualization projects, 
merging computational methods with 
humanistic approaches.



National Contributors
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Dr Tom Cahill-Jones
Partnerships Manager

As Partnerships Manager for Nesta’s Creative 
Industries Policy and Evidence Centre (PEC), 
Tom is always ready to have a conversation 
about creativity and innovation.

He’s interested in building relationships that 
help sustain collaboration, with a remit that 
includes strategic partnership development, 
oversight of the PEC’s network of industry 
champions, and research commissioning.

Prior to joining Nesta, Tom worked for 
Birmingham City University where he was 
responsible for developing STEAMhouse, 
BCU’s centre for collaborative innovation. 
Whilst there he designed innovation 
support services and built a number of 
international consortia, notably focused 
on cross innovation, makerspaces, and 
STEAM. This work resulted in policy changes 
in local authorities across Europe and 
new methods for sharing ideas across 
different brain spaces. He also had a stint 
in concert programming at Symphony Hall, 
Birmingham.

Irini Papadimitriou
Creative Director  

at FutureEverything

Irini Papadimitriou is a curator and cultural 
manager, whose practice draws on 
interdisciplinary and critical discourse to 
explore the impact of technology in society 
and culture, and the role of art in helping us 
engage with contemporary issues. Currently 
Creative Director at FutureEverything, 
an arts organisation and innovation lab 
in Manchester, she was previously Digital 
Programmes Manager at the V&A and 
Head of New Media Arts Development at 
Watermans.

Irini is a co-founder of Maker Assembly, 
a critical gathering about maker culture, 
an Industry Advisory Group member for 
SODA (School of Digital Arts) at Manchester 
Metropolitan University, and an Advisory 
Board member for ONX Studio, a new major 
collaboration between Onassis USA and  
New Museum’s cultural incubator NEW INC.



BCU Contributors – The STEAM Fellows
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The STEAM Fellows Programme is an opportunity for academics across BCU to link their 
research and teaching activities to STEAM. The selected Fellows undertook a project to 
connect their work to STEAM thinking in BCU with a focus on interdisciplinary activities.  
The Fellows act as ambassadors in their faculties to make links across disciplines and 
to showcase their cross-sector work externally.

Dr Peter Samuels
Senior Lecturer

Peter is a developer in applied statistics, 
research methods and research writing.  
He is passionate about developing students 
and staff into competent academics.  
Peter’s project is supporting the use of LEGO 
construction kits in a business education 
context by designing ice-breaking teamwork 
activities for undergraduate and masters’ 
students in the Business School at BCU.

Dr Tychonas Michailidis
Lecturer in Digital  
Media Technology

Tychonas received his PhD degree in 
music technology and composition from 
Birmingham Conservatoire and a Master’s 
degree in Digital Arts in Performance. 
His research interests focus on human-
computer interaction, gesture interaction, 
interactive systems, user experience, sensor 
technologies, electronic music performance 
and new media compositions. In particular, 
his research examines how vibrotactile and 
haptic feedback experience can advance 
interactive systems as well as how it can be 
used as a communication tool in the arts and 
real-world applications.

Dr Victoria Kinsella
Senior Research Fellow in  
Creativities in Education

Victoria received her BA and MA in Fine Art 
Sculpture before training to be a secondary 
Art and Design teacher. In 2014, Victoria 
was awarded her PhD from Birmingham City 
University titled ‘Breaking the Narrative: 
How to solve the problem of the loss of 
creativity in KS3 Art and Design Education’. 
Victoria’s project is Rethinking curricula: 
STEAM education from early years through 
to higher education: Victoria’s aim for the 
fellowship is to bring together approaches 
and points of view to stimulate dialogue  
and develop a greater understanding of  
the role of STEAM education from early  
years through to higher education.

Franziska Schenk
Senior Lecturer  

in Fine Art

Franziska is an artist and educator whose 
research has been located at the interface 
of Art, Science and Ecology for the last two 
decades. In particular, she has collaborated 
with scientists from the emerging fields of 
biomimetics and bio-phonetics to introduce 
latest bio-inspired ‘smart’ materials and 
methodologies into Fine Art. Drawing on 
this, her prior STEAM experience and the 
lessons learnt, she is now aiming to bring 
these to bear as part of her new venture –  
the development of a new cross-university 
MA option module.
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BCU Contributors – The STEAM Fellows

Kusminder Chahal
Senior Research Fellow

Kusminder, who has previously worked in a 
variety of settings from local government, 
charitable, community and voluntary sector, 
freelance researcher/trainer and higher 
education, is now carrying out a feasibility 
study to develop an art/sociology/tech 
response to exploring “hate crime”.  
The study will form the basis for online 
resources for academics and practitioners. 
Kusminder has been working for 30 years’  
in the field of violent racism/hate crime 
and undertaken research in the USA, Japan 
and Germany on the impact and responses 
to hate.

Dr Zenghai Lu
Senior Lecturer and course leader in 

Biomedical Engineering

Zenghai’s expertise lies in the development 
and application of novel biphotonic imaging 
tools to aid the characterisation of native 
and engineered biological tissues. He is 
currently working on a STEM project through 
collaborations with engineering, computing 
and clinical experts across the University, 
with the aim of developing a proposal 
for non-invasive and real-time blood 
haemoglobin (Hgb) measurements with  
an unmodified smartphone.

Dr Yevgeniya Kovalchuk
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science

Yevgeniya spent the first half of her life 
working as a dancer and musician and 
the second half as a computer scientist. 
She is on a mission to combine the two 
in all imaginable ways. The first stop is 
justifying and promoting dance-movement 
and art therapy. The Senior Lecturer in 
Computer Science, is interested in the use 
of wearables, biological signal processing 
and mathematical modelling of brain-body 
interactions linked to emotions to enhance 
our understanding of the interconnection 
between physical and mental health and 
performance, and the role different factors 
(e.g., social, environmental and genetic)  
play in defining this interconnection.

Mark Brill
Senior Lecturer in Future Media, and 

Creativity, Making & Innovation Practice

Mark is working on the intersection 
between creativity, art and technology, and 
especially how people engage with it. Mark is 
particularly interested in cross-disciplinary 
collaborative practice. He is also a founder 
of Maker Monday, which is a regular creative 
inspiration event as part of the STEAMhouse 
programme. Mark’s One Pixel Project aims to 
create a more contextual and less complex 
Internet of Things. It is a collaborative project 
to develop useful and everyday objects that 
use a single pixel (a light, sound or vibration) 
as a notification or interface.



BCU Contributors
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Clayton Shaw
Programme Manager,  

STEAMhouse

Clayton is responsible for overall project 
delivery of STEAMhouse and works 
closely with the team on areas of capital 
development, financial management, 
programme design and delivery, marketing 
and PR, strategic partnerships, research 
collaborations, and sector development.

Prior to this he was Associate Director 
at Sampad, a Birmingham-based South 
Asian arts development organisation, and 
previously supported artists through roles 
at Arts Council England, Birmingham City 
Council, and the Herbert Arts Gallery in 
Coventry.

He is a passionate advocate of arts and 
culture and is particularly interested 
in the interplay between arts, science, 
technology, and engineering. He currently 
occupies board director positions for Culture 
Spectrum, the Whitworth Wallis Trust, and 
The Other Way Works, Prior to that he was a 
board director of Moby Duck, and founding 
board director of Culture Central.

Professor Julian Beer
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Research, 

Innovation and Enterprise

Professor Julian Beer has an extensive track 
record in designing, developing and leading 
flagship programmes, engaging Higher 
Education as a catalyst for change and 
growth, positioning universities as anchor 
institutions internationally, nationally and 
in regional economies. He has established 
many critical and high-profile initiatives at 
BCU such as co-creating the world’s first 
Centre for Brexit Studies and leading the 
STEAMhouse programme.

Julian has worked with and advised a 
number of Government departments and 
agencies, has been heavily involved in 
devolution and economic development at a 
national and international level and is a non–
executive Director and Chairman of several 
private sector companies and public sector 
boards. He advises the Innovation Board 
of the West Midlands Combined Authority 
and is a Sector Champion for Emerging 
Technologies of the Greater Birmingham and 
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership.

Julian is Professor of Knowledge Transfer at 
Birmingham City University and an Emeritus 
Professor at Plymouth University.

Joanna Birch
Director Innovation, Enterprise  

and Employability

Jo Birch, is Director for Innovation, Enterprise 
and Employability, working to develop 
partnerships associated with creativity, 
sustainability and health, facilitating growth 
and encouraging cross innovation. 

Jo established BCU Advantage to support a 
tailored approach to outreach for SMEs, has 
been active in policy making and shaping 
in the growth agenda and is a co-creator 
of STEAMhouse. Jo has worked across 
the creative industries over the past ten 
years, building the case for reinvestment 
in Birmingham with institutes like the 
BBC and BFI. More recently her work has 
been focused on digital and advanced 
manufacturing, lobbying and reviewing 
how to develop future concepts to stimulate 
economic growth. Jo has been leading the 
development of STEAM over the last eight 
years, collaborating and exploring globally 
to build international STEAM practice and 
securing grants and partners to further 
advance Innovation and Enterprise using 
STEAM principles.

Patrick Bek
Head of New Product  

Development

Patrick supports STEAMhouse members 
and our enterprise community to develop 
new products and services. He brings 
people together from across disciplines to 
collaborate, experiment, and explore in our 
STEAM Sprints, STEAM Challenge Events, and 
STEAM Labs. Patrick also supports BCU to 
develop new commercial services that meet 
the needs of our region.

Patrick’s a designer and entrepreneur who 
for over 16 years has worked in furniture 
and product design, service design, UX, and 
innovation management. His design work 
has been exhibited internationally and is 
included in the permanent collection of 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and 
Vignelli Centre for Design Studies, NY. Most 
recently, Patrick’s worked in social design 
and venture building, using participatory 
design methods to create products and 
services with equal amounts of user, 
financial, and social value.



BCU Contributors – Facilitators
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Alessandro Columbano 
Senior Lecturer at the School 

of Architecture and Design and 
STEAMhouse Academic

Alessandro is a senior lecturer and enterprise/ 
innovation coordinator at the Birmingham 
School of Architecture & Design and 
Course Director for the MArch Architecture 
programme. He co-founded the Collaborative 
Laboratory (Co.LAB) – an interdisciplinary 
design & research initiative to engage staff, 
students and industry in live collaborative 
projects across sectors in the city. 

Alessandro studied architecture and urbanism 
at the University of Manchester before working 
in design practices and research consultancies. 
He has worked as an artist with a portfolio of 
site-specific installations, designs for gallery 
and work spaces, and co-produces events with 
a number of arts organisations. Recognising the 
limitations of facilities available for creatives to 
develop their practice, Alessandro collaborated 
on a vision for the Birmingham Production 
Space proposal, which became the foundation 
of STEAMhouse and helped deliver the  
building project.

Professor Alison Honour
Pro-Vice Chancellor of the Faculty  

of Arts, Design & Media

Alison is a UK National Teaching Fellow and 
Principal Fellow of the Higher Education 
Academy. Professor Honour originally 
trained as a fine artist teaching a broad 
range of art and design subjects. As her 
academic career developed, her practised 
based research focused on public art and 
community engagement with diverse groups 
and often challenging environments.

Professor Honour is also an Aurora national 
role model for Women in Higher Education 
Leadership for the Leadership Foundation. 
She previously spent 10 years at Oxford 
Brookes University as Head of School of Arts, 
Music and Publishing and then Associate 
Dean Student Experience, before becoming 
Pro-Vice Chancellor of De Montfort’s Faculty 
of Arts, Design and Humanities and then 
joining Birmingham City University as Pro-
Vice Chancellor of the Faculty of Arts, Design 
& Media in 2018 with four large institutes 
including the Queens Anniversary award- 
winning School of Jewellery and the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire.

Professor Nasser Sherkat 
Head of School, Engineering and 
the Built Environment Professor  
of Human Machine Interaction

Nasser Sherkat is Professor of Human 
Machine Interaction and main research 
expertise, exploring the means of combining 
multi-sensory information to achieve 
‘natural’ human-machine interaction.

Most recent work in this area focused 
on assistive technology for stroke 
rehabilitation, with various UK and EU 
funding bodies funding his research.  
Nasser has over 150 peer reviewed research 
publications and supervised 23 PhD studies 
to completion. He has also gained significant 
industry experience through consultancy 
work, contract research and KTPs, as well  
as being a founding director of a number  
of SMEs specialising in process control  
and automation.



Organising Committee
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Emily Turner
International STEAM Conference 

Administrator

Emily is a Birmingham City University 
graduate and is currently an intern at 
STEAMhouse, providing organisational 
and administrative support for the BCU 
International STEAM Conference.

Emily graduated in 2020 with a degree in 
Media and Communications, specialising in 
Event and Exhibition Industries. Graduating 
enabled her to further refine her expertise 
and confidence as an event organiser, 
and discover new skills by studying PR, 
Marketing and Music Industries. Her previous 
work experience includes; Pride in London, 
various start-up businesses, charitable 
organisations and private clients.

Makhan Singh 
Senior Development Manager,  

India Partnerships

Makhan Singh is Senior Development 
Manager for the Partnerships Team within 
Research, Innovation, Enterprise and 
Employability, with a prime partnership 
engagement focus on India. Makhan liaises 
across all four faculties in India partnership 
development and works closely with the 
Chair of the BCU India Group, Deputy Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Julian Beer. Makhan is 
an exemplar of STEAM, having had a career 
within the Automotive and Manufacturing 
Engineering sectors for 20+ years; as well 
as being a highly experienced Humanist 
Psychotherapist (with his area of research 
being Emotional Nerve Intelligence – having 
had his work published in a number of 
journals). Makhan has worked at National 
level on STEM/Mathematics educational 
projects, having also been part of 
Government think tank groups on STEM 
education, presenting at various STEM/
Mathematics conferences (e.g. House of 
Commons with former Home Secretary, 
Charles Clarke).

Laura Veart
STEAM International Programme 

Manager

Laura Veart, is an experienced programme 
manager based in the STEAM team at 
Birmingham City University. She has been 
involved in coordinating a number of large 
European projects and events in recent 
years. She is currently managing the 
Urban M Interreg Europe project which is 
supporting eight European cities to produce 
action plans to support policy change 
around collaborative makerspaces. 

Laura recently coordinated an international 
conference on Policies for Makerspaces 
which was held in Bratislava, Slovakia 
in November 2019 and attended by 
participants from across Europe. Laura is 
also managing the STEAM INC Erasmus+ 
project coordinating their training events 
and dissemination activities.

Prior to this, Laura worked in the research 
team for BCU, supporting academics at the 
University to bid for research and mobility 
funding and coordinating research and 
training events.

Charmaine Stint
Senior Development Manager, 

Partnerships

Charmaine Stint is Senior Development 
Manager for the Partnerships Team within 
Research, Innovation, Enterprise and 
Employability. Working cross-faculty and 
cross-sector she supports the University 
with industry engagement activity, with a 
specific focus on the creative industries,  
B2B processes, funding opportunities 
and bid applications. She has extensive 
experience in managing and contributing  
to a range of multi-partner projects, 
including: DT.UNI. (Erasmus+) – Design 
Thinking Approach for an Interdisciplinary 
University; STEAM INC (Erasmus+) looking 
at the impact of science and arts within 
teaching and learning; overseeing ERDF 
business support programmes;  
STEAMhouse Phases 1 and 2.
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Welcome to the future of innovation

Heike Schuster-James
Senior Partnerships Manager at 

Birmingham City University

Heike is an experienced strategy and 
project manager with a track record in 
developing and facilitating strategies, plans 
and project concepts. She has successfully 
produced grant applications and delivered 
consortium projects with European and 
national partners. Heike has experience 
in interdisciplinary and cross sector 
collaborations, typically in the fields of digital 
and society, driven by (open) innovation.  
She has been involved with STEAMhouse 
since 2017 and has co-developed Citizen 
Labs, design thinking workshops and 
organised the regional DataJam 2019 
conference with DWP.

Sophia Tarr
Business Engagement Manager, 

STEAMhouse

Sophia Tarr is the Business Engagement 
Manager at STEAMhouse supporting the 
growing number of Entrepreneurs within 
the creative industries in developing their 
services and product ideas. Through the 
Business Development programmes, she 
supports SMEs in reaching their full business 
potential, through developing new skills, 
confidence building and encouraging them 
to find that essential hook to promote their 
services and product to customers.

She also responsible for seeking new 
partnerships, funding opportunities, 
organising workshops/talks/events, working 
alongside Academics and most recently, in 
collaboration, supporting the facilitation of 
Design Thinking workshops across Climate 
Change, Education, Creative Industries and 
Workforce platform and VR Birmingham.

Having previously worked on large-scale 
ERDF projects within the creative industry, 
she also delivers the STEAMhouse Grant 
Programme for Members.

Jon Colen
B2B Marketing Manager, 

STEAMhouse

Prior to joining the STEAMhouse team, Jon 
held various roles in business management, 
project management, event management, 
and retail management, as well as sports, 
construction, hospitality and sales. After 
graduating with a degree in Business & 
Management, the most unusual job Jon 
held was teaching Sexual Health through 
the means of Art, Football and English 
lessons in West Africa. Jon’s passion for 
entrepreneurship and creativity drew him to 
marketing, which culminated in his current 
role at STEAMhouse where he leads the 
marketing team. Jon has a keen interest in 
strategic business thinking and keeping his 
finger on the pulse in the world of marketing. 
It’s Jon’s job to persuade individuals and 
enterprises to join STEAMhouse events, 
collaborate with us, and sign up to our 
programme. Jon’s role is to help boost 
awareness and engagement by telling the 
right stories through the right media.

Susanna Symeonides
Project Administrator,  

STEAMhouse

Susanna joined Birmingham City University 
in 2018 and currently holds the position of 
Project Administrator at STEAMhouse, as 
well as supporting other externally-funded 
projects such as UrbanM and Erasmus  
STEAM INC.

Prior to joining BCU, she worked in the events 
industry over a period of 14 years, running 
complex international events in Europe, 
the Middle East and Asia. In addition, she 
has held various roles in sales and business 
development, representing global brands 
Pepsi and American Express. Susanna 
graduated with a Degree in French Studies 
from the University of Birmingham, and is  
a committed Francophile.
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